Reduction of somatosensory evoked fields in the primary somatosensory cortex in a one-back task.
In the present study, responses of the somatosensory cortex to sensory input of ten human volunteers were investigated during a one-back task with different conditions of attention. During an condition of attention subjects were requested to detect a predefined sequence of tactile stimuli applied to two different fingers of the dominant hand while a series of visual stimuli was presented simultaneously with an asynchronous stimulus-onset to the tactile stimuli. During an condition of distraction subjects received the identical series of visual and tactile stimuli like in the condition of attention but were now requested to detect a predefined stimulus sequence within the visual stimulus domain. In both conditions, somatosensory evoked magnetic fields (SEFs) to the tactile stimuli were recorded by means of a 31-channel magnetoencephalograph (MEG) from subjects' contralateral primary somatosensory cortex. The mean global field power, the dipole strength, the maximum current density, and the first component of the singular value decomposition (SVD) of magnetic fields were used to compare early components of the SEF in the conditions of attention versus distraction. Surprisingly, results revealed significant decreases of measures of all four parameters during the condition of attention as compared to the condition of distraction indicating that early responses of the primary somatosensory cortex became significantly reduced in the condition of attention. We hypothesize that changes in the centre-periphery-relationship of receptive fields in the primary somatosensory cortex may account for this unexpected result.